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Abstract8 

 

Reservation based on castes was fundamentally included to the Indian Constitution to ensure 

the dignity of life by improved representational possibilities in public employment for 

historically exploited, oppressed, and underprivileged scheduled castes and schedule tribes. In 

actuality, it has simply secured a disproportionate representation of persons from restricted 

castes, contrary to its stated goal. The focus of this paper is to study the inclusion of reservation 

via the Indian constitution. The paper also attempts to discuss the advantages and disadvantages 

of the reservation policy in the current scenario. 

A variety of laws, papers, books, and other written sources were studied by the researcher8, 

who chose to use a doctrinal study technique.As per the results of the findings in the study, the 

reservation policy has its pros and cons and although it has helped the minorities, it is strong 

need for reform. 
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Introduction 

“The Indian Constitution requires government organisations like DPT and MoSJ to create 

policies governing employment advantages towards individuals of the SC, STs, and other 

financially underprivileged groups. Reservations, protections, and protections for citizens from 

the SC/ST and OBC in government jobs are covered under Articles 16, 335, 338, 340, 341 and 

342. Under Article 16 of the Constitution, SCs, STs, and other ethnic minorities are given 

preference in employment possibilities. Reservations in appointments and posts are indicated 

by the amount and extent of reservations in appointments and postings, in accordance with the 

directives given by the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions on behalf of the 

Government of India Personnel and Training Department. Reservation orders are used in a 

different way” (Alam, 2022) 
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The Indian Constituti`on adopted „reservation`s‟ as a distinguishing feature. As per the 

Oxfor`dDiction`ary, the term "reservati`on" describes "a se`at, tabl`e, roo`m," among other 

things, that you've claimed. The term "reser`ve" also refers to something you keep back for a 

certain purpose or to utilise later. The action of allocating a set numeral of se`ats in 

go`vernment` offices, administrations, and educational1establishments to the under privileged 

members of the general public is recognized as reservation1 in the Indian norms.”( Sunar, 

2022) 

According to the study by Bhaskar & Kumar, (2022) William1 Hunter1 and Jyotirao 

Phul1econceptualised the concept of the reservati1on pol1icy for Indi1a in 1882. The cast1e 

syste1m and th1e practise of untoucha1bility in India served as the fundamental justification for 

the reserva1tion policy. However British Prime Minister Ramsay Macdonald instituted the 

current reservation syste1m in India in 19313 under the name "Communal Award." Viera and 

Amado( 2022) conceptualized that Independent elector1ates for Europe1ans, Ang1lo-India1ns, 

India1n Christi1ans, Musli1ms, Sikh1s, and the1 D1ali1ts existed in accordance with the 

communal award's requirements. But when Mahatma Gandhi & Dr. Ambedkar signed the 

Poona Pact agreement on Sept1ember 24th, 19321, Hindus will have one elective with some 

reserv1ation for the impoverished parts, it was determined. (Thomas and Sathpathy, 2022) 

Misra (2022) concluded that historically, India was partitioned into Pakistan and India after 

gaining independence from British domination in 1947. Hinduism replaced Islam as the most 

popular religion in India after the partition, which resulted in a large Muslim population 

migration to Pakistan. Whereas, Rao, (2022) elaborated that social discriminationfounded on 

the caste classification was theforemost obstacle to communalegalitarianism while th1e 

constituent assembly was drafting the Indian Constitution. So, the Indian Constitution was 

amended to include a reservation clause for socially disadvantaged sections. Dubey, (2022) 

concluded Reservations were first launched for a 10-year term and were only available to SCs 

and STs, but they continued getting longer and underwent several revisions. 

Turne et al (2022) opined that even though the reservation policy was established to help the 

less fortunate in Indian culture, there are still issues with reservations in many areas, with the 

educational reservation issue being one of them. America and other developed nations 

introduced reservation policies as Affirmative action was used, and it wasn't as problematic as 
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it was in India. The major factor is that the Concerned governments offered a proportion that 

was too low rather than adhering to precise price stipulated by Constitutional law. 

As a result of the constitutional modifications, Articles 16(4) and 16(4)A have been added. 

However, this did not alter how Articles 16 were written (4). Only SCs and STs are subject to 

these changes. We once again stress the importance of the 50% ceiling limit, the idea of the 

"cream1y lay1er," along with the "com1pelling rea1sons," which include "backwar1dness," 

"inadequate represe1ntation," and "overa1ll administra1tive effici1ency," because without any 

of them, the constitutional provisions guaranteeing opportunity for all would be rendered null 

and void. The relevant States must thus assess the supplied reserve percentage in each case to 

see whether there are any compelling factors, such as the number of OBC, SC, and ST 

reservation percentages granted based on the proportion of the backward. 

Objectives 

In light of the above literature, the objectives of the study are: 

 To study the concept of reservation by the view of Constitution of India. 

 To explore the current conflict of opinion in regards to the reservation policy in India 

Hypothesis 

H1: The Indian Constitution has exhaustively enumerated the legislations in regards to the 

reservation in India. 

H2: There is a significant conflict of opinion in regards to the reservation policy in India in 

curret times.  

Methods 

For this article, the researcher employed a doctrinal analysis technique. Statutory law and the 

underlying legal ideas have been thoroughly examined. The focus has been on important legal 

ideas, concepts, rules, and rulings from the courts. In addition to data from secondary research, 

other primary data sources were looked at. To comprehend how the revised reservation 

restrictions effect schooling, research techniques from the past are also used. 

Results and discussion 

On the lines of the first objective of the study, the Indian Constitution protects the right to 

equality and forbids prejudice based on race, gender, caste, or place of birth. This ensures that 

weaker members of society will receive extra protection. 
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Fig. 1.1 Caste hierarchies as per ancient Indian scriptures 

Source: Misra, (2022) 

 

 As per Article 151(41)states: Nothing shall prohibit the State from providing  the growth of 

any culturally and academically underprivilegedsectors of publics, as well as the Sc1heduled 

Cas1tes and Sched1uled Tri1bes. 

In order to guarantee proper repre1sentation of disadvantaged groups like S1Cs, S1Ts, and 

OB1Cs in educa1tional instit1utions, government jobs, along with  thegovernment, the state 

can now create specific regulations. According to Article 141 of the Indian Cons1titution, the 

State shall never deprive any person residing within the boundaries of India the equ1ality under 

the law or the equal protection provided by the law. Discrimination against people based on 

their birthplace, ethnicity, caste, religion, or gender is forbidden. Equivalentsecurity by the law 

and equ1ality befor1e the la1w are the two principles that Article 14 emphasizes. In th1e matter 

of Andhr1 Prade1sh1 v. Nallaa1 Rajaa1 Red1dy1, it was decided that equa1lity would be 

infringed both when unequal and equ1als are trea1ted unevenly. 

 The socially and educationally underprivileged part of society is granted reservation under 

Article1s 151(4) and 161(41) of the In1dian Const1itution. It empowers the administration to 

set aside a specific number of se^ats for S6Cs & S1Ts in the gov1ernment servi1ces at the State 

and Federal levels. 

Article 151 (4) states: The State may formulate particular  provisionsto accommodate 

underprivileged individuals along with their advancement may it be social development or 
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educational, as well as for the Sche1duled Cast1es and the S1cheduled Trib1es, without being 

prohibited by this article or Article 29's clause (2). 

Under Ar1ticle 161(411) , its enumerated: The Government may formulate  any provisions for 

the rese1rvation in regards to ap1pointments or postings in courtesyto specific disadvantaged 

segment of people that, in the St1ate's judgement, is not sufficiently exemplified in the 

ser1vices und1er the State without being restricted by the provisions of this article. 

 The Spe1cial Rules applying to specific Groups, including Reser1vation for Schedul1ed 

Cast1es, Sched1uled Trib1es, the Anglo1-India1n Comm1unity, and O1ther Backw1ard 

Clas1ses, are covered in detail in Part XVI of the Indian Constitution. 

Reservation in Educational Institutionsas per the Indian Constitution  

The 931rd Constituti1onal Ame1ndment A1ct was submitted by the government in the year 

2005. The Indian Constitution's Article 15(5) was added with the passage of the legislation. 

Not1hing at all in Article 15(5) or  Article 119 (g) would deny the State from enacting special 

legislation  safeguarding the rights for the progression of people belonging to  socially and 

academically underprivileged sections of the population, along with the Sch1eduled Ca1stes 

and Schedu1led Tri1bes, inherently like that as legislation relates to their admittance to 

academic establishments, including pr1ivate educatio1nal instuti1ons, whether assis1ted or 

u1naided by the Staate. 

In Furtherance, the1 Supreme Court highlighted in t1he matter of  Ind1ra Saw1hney v. Uni1on 

of In1dia that Arti1cle 116 (41) does not permit  promotion in lieu of the reservation. However, 

by the way of 77
th

 amendment, of 1995, the constitution empowered the state to establish rules 

in regards to the promotions of SCs and STs in the employment of public employees under the 

Article (4A). 
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Table 1.1 Hieracrhy of the evolution towards the reserv1ation policy 

 
 

As per the Second objective, the Indian population currently has a split opinion when it comes 

to the provisions of reservation in the Indian Constitution.  

Justifications in favour for Reservation: 

 A significant portion of India's underprivileged and underrepresented population has 

benefited socially and economically through affirmative action and reservations. 

 Caste-based reservations aid in overcoming past injustice and neglect toward the socially 

weaker segments of society. 

 By reducing the obstacles that they encounter owing to a lack of resources, ST reservations 

have assisted the tribal community's members in improving their representation in educational 

institutions and state services. 

 The excluded group of society that was behind in terms of resources and education but was 

not a member of SCs and STs has benefited from reservation for OBCs. 

 The portion of the social order which was communally advanced in comparison to S1Cs and 

S1Ts although financially poorer has benefited from reservati1on to the individuals belonging 

to financially we1aker segments of soci1ety (EW1S). Due to its dire financial situation, this 

community was denied access to resources and education. 
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 Through the provision of free legal assistance to women, SC, ST, and other 

underrepresented groups, who would otherwise suffer from a lack of resources, information, 

and awareness, India's reservation system has enhanced the justice provided to all segments of 

society. 

Justifications against1 Reservation1: 

 Only the financially stable members of the socially backward section of society benefit the 

most from reservations, leaving the rest of the group in need due to a lack of information and 

awareness, defeating the purpose of reservations and keeping the marginalised group within the 

backward group marginalised. 

 Instead of dismantling the caste system, the policy of caste-based reservations is 

strengthening it. It is being used by people to further their political objectives. 

 Reservation-based quotas are a form of discrimination against other people and run counter 

to the right to equality enshrined in the Indian Constitution. 

 Reservations may have a detrimental influence on Indian educational and economic growth 

since they cannot ensure the success of those selected. 

 Reservation policies worsen rather than improve the level of education and productivity of 

employees. 

 The economically affluent segment of the lower and backward castes enjoys the privilege of 

caste1-bas1ed res1ervation, while the financially disadvantaged segment of the high cast1e 

receives no benefits. 

Critical Analysis of Reservation for advantages and disadvantages 

The fundamental tenet of the Indian Constitution is equality, however the reservation policy 

runs counter to this idea. The reservat1ion polic1y gives unique rights & additional safety to 

specific segments of individuals of community, regardless of whether it is based on caste or 

applies to economically disadvantaged members of society, and thus violates the spirit of the 

Indian constitution. 

The Indian Constitution established the reservation scheme as an ad hoc measure for a decade. 

However, it has persisted to this day and has incited animosity among higher cas1te folks 

toward the cas1te-bas1ed quota classification since they receivescarcer prospects for 
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employment & entrance into academicestablishments  due to persistence of reservat1ion. The 

policy hinders the assortmentprocedure's use of the mer1it classification. Because of the 

concept of reser1vation, talented persons fail toobtain their equitable portion of the jobs and 

admittances in colleges/schools, and instead, those having lower efficacy and mer1it are 

selected. At several instanaces, it hinder the overall development of a country. 

Conclusion 

“The Constitution1al Draft1ing Com1mittee's Chairm1an, D1r. B.R Ambed1kar, and several 

others of the committee associates created the reservation policy with the purpose of using it as 

a type of affirmative action to help underrepresented groups integrate into society. Although 

this policy was only intended to last for ten years, it has been extended and is still in effect 

today because the original goal of reservation was not met.” 

“The caasteclassification and all thesystems of discrimination need to be entirelyobliterated  to 

attain the ultimate goal of t1he reserv1ation, purpose is to end past oppression, give everyone a 

fair shot, guarantee that everyone is represented adequately, and promote equality for everyone. 

, as this will help to reduce inequality.” 

If the educationally, socially, and economically deprived segments of society benefit from the 

reservation policy, only then it can be deemed to be unbaised and successful. the legislations 

for the underprivileged will be only be successful, if aid is provided to the majority of the 

populace, which is thought of as a segment of society that is underprivileged. Reservations 

shouldn't be used to the advantage of those from classes who are comparatively well-off in 

terms of schooling, wealth, and social position. India's reservation policy has to be changed in 

order for the disadvantaged sections of the underprivileged sections to benefit. The 

comparatively progressive segment, or the creamy layer among all castes, tribal groups, and 

other reservation beneficiaries, should be excluded in order to maximise the effectiveness of the 

quota programme. Reservatio1ns shouldn't be made available indefinitely to successive 

generations. so that those who truly deserve this form of affirmative action might benefit from 

it and receive proper repre1sentation.  

There needs to be abolition of the caste structures in India along with the abolition of practise 

of untouc1h1ability, and every other procedures of discernment from our the social order 

should be prioritized on par with this. in order to guarantee equality in society. 
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